
rero Jr is zooming around doing his chores when Jane accidentally 
steps on his track. Thanks to rero Jr’s sharp “eyes” and 

quick thinking, he is able to stop in time. *phew*



Lesson 4

Obstacle Detection



Let’s Code </></>

Step 1
Start with Head-Infrared block.
ID : 100      Proximity : 200

Step 2
Then a 2WD block connected to 
Greater than channel.
Direction: 1-Forward

Step 3
Proceed with another 2WD block 
connected to Less than channel.
Direction: 0-Stop



Step 5
Choose file 3 then click OK.

Step 4
Plug the USB cable to your PC and your rero Jr and then click upload.



Let’s play
Step 1
Take out the small box from the robot 
packaging.  Place it about 30cm away.

Step 3
The robot will stop in front of the box (obstacle). 
Remove the box, the robot will continue 
to move forward.

Step 2
Power on your rero Jr and play file 3.



How does the 
program work?

1 Program starts here1
if  no obstacle 

detected3.a3.a
if  Obstacle 

detected3.b3.b

Robot’s eyes 
scan for obstacle

22

robot will stop
moving forward4.b4.b

robot will 
move forward4.a4.a

 Program will 

flowback to 

continue scanning

for obstacle

55



 

Activity 
Step 1
Play back your file 3. 
Measure the distance between the 
obstacle and the robot where it stops. 

Step 2: 
Change the proximity value of the 
Head-Infrared block to 180 and 230. 
Record the distance to the table below
respectively.

Proximity Value of Head-Infrared Actual distance (using the same brown 
box)

180 cm
200 cm
230 cm 

Remember to upload to robot every 
time you change the value before you 
can play it.



Challenge

i.    Move forward with robot’s eyes in green color.
ii.   Slow down when an obstacle is detected ~15cm in front of the Head;
      robot’s eyes turn blue.
iii.  Robot stops completely when an obstacle is detected at 8cm away from
      its head. The eyes turn red and it emits an alarm tone.

Hint: The sequence of the Head Infrared block is very important here.

15 cm

8 cm

15 cm

8 cm



The intensity of the reflected Infrared (proximity value) will differ based on the 
color of the obstacle. Using the same proximity value may result in different 
distance when the obstacles’ colors are different.

Sunlight, spotlight and incandescent light may interfere with Infrared (IR) sensors 
and affect the reading because they emit significant amount of IR wave too. 

Fun Facts

Light Colour object

Dark Colour object


